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MILESTONES:

 Yearly membership of more than 150 students from IT
Department
 There have been various Technical, Non-Technical, and
Cultural Events, workshops seminars and CSR activities of
which UNITY has been an integral part of Departmental
activities.
 Chief guests include technical experts, business tycoons,
dignitaries, socialists, businessmen, high ranking law
enforcement personnel, etc.

About MET BKC:

The MET League of Colleges is a conglomerate of
premiere educational institutions, driven by a single-
minded focus on imparting quality education to make
students sharp. Established in 1989, with a mission to
redefine the system of education, MET is a
professionally managed, multi- disciplinary and multi-
faceted oasis of knowledge. The grant of the ISO
9001:2008 certification is an acknowledgement of the
institution's capability to deliver professional education
that meets the highest standards of professionalism
worldwide.

UNITY (United IT Youth):

UNITY –Information Technology Students’ Association was an
idea, a challenge to create a platform for the students, by the
students and of the students wherein students would come out of
the shell to display their talent, innovation and help them make a
cut above the rest.
Established on 15th August 2012, UNITY has been creating
waves ever since. UNITY is committed in generating,
disseminating, and preserving knowledge, and to working
with others to bring this knowledge to bear on the world's
great challenges.

FUNCTIONS:

 The functions of UNITY are to motivate
students for self confidence and identify the strength of
students.
 Generate awareness about technical know-how
& updates on the current issues related technologies
scenario as well as non-technical issues.
 Conducting various seminars, Workshops (in-
house faculty as well as industry experts) throughout the
year to enlighten students with various technologies.

Activities

Met Dyanda Event 2016

Met Dyanda Event is organized from 2012 Under

Unity Student Association.

Our IT Engineering Student gives the Computer

knowledge to the rural area children. our student

teach to that children about all Hardware Parts of

computer like mouse, Keyboard, CPU, Monitor,

Speaker, Printer etc.

MET BKC Engineering college adopt one village

for develop educational awareness in the children

higher education.

MET BKC student motivate that children to   Learn

basic computer Hardware parts.

MET BKC student also know about social activity

and responsible for social services.

UNITY students give all efforts for success.

MET Dyanda Event Starting from 1/6/2016 to

2/6/2016 for two days.

MET Dyanda Event at Z.P. School “Nagosali”.

MET BKC IOE  IT Student give computer

knowledge to student .

“Nagosli” Z.P. School  give Appreciate letter



MET UTSAV 2016
MET’s UTSAV- A College gathering which is among the highest
rated cultural event among all the events of Nashik. Every year we
at MET’s BKC, Department of Information Technology and
UNITY Participates in organizing the UTSAV in the month of

January for 3 days and there is Grand Finale Night on 4th day
where we celebrate the youth’s talent from all the Institutes’
students’.

INAUGURATION CEREMONY:

UTSAV’16 was inaugurated with the hands of Mrs. Shefali
Bhujbal, Trustee, Dr. V. P. Wani (Prinicpal) and HODs and HOIs
of different institutes. The ceremony started with Ganesh Vandan
presenting a beautiful dance on nice song of Lord Ganesha. On the
auspicious occasion of Inauguration Ceremony students of various
departments had organized a common beautiful act on
“Misconception and misbelief in India” The act was really admirable
and a lesson to all the people who belong to India. In the act
students described the event where a foreigner visits our country
and how our Indian guide guides him.

EVENTS: HEALTH CARE:

A Seminar on “Health Care was delivered by Dr. Mukesh Agrawal
to all the faculties and students of college. This seminar was
organized to give the insight to the people about how to maintain
good health despite of stress and today’s fast life style. It was very
beneficial seminar and many people have participated to know the
good health secret. Dr. Mukesh has also told about how to prevent
our self from various viral diseases by adopting the healthy diet and
exercises. It was held at IOM Seminar Hall.

TOFU LATE MAKING:

A workshop of on “Tofulate Making was held on 13/01/16 and
delivered by Ms. Asavari. It was one of the most interesting
workshop where Ms. Asavari has given knowledge about how to
make chocolates from “Tofu” i.e. from the mixture of Soya and
Paneer. Mostly ladies staff has taken a great advantage of this
workshop by knowing the new way of having healthy chocolates
for their children at home. The whole recipe was shared by her
with all the participants. These chocolates are healthy as well as
very easy to make at home. It was held at IOE Seminar Hall.

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY:

It was the workshop delivered by Mr. Shivam Aher on how
to do aerial photography with more precision and accuracy. It was
again a good workshop for all of us which provided the knowledge
to the photography lovers. Aher sir has shared guidelines of aerial
photography with the professional ways of doing the same. He has
also shown some live demos of the aerial photography and also
given chance to audience to do the same with their techniques. It was
held at Amphitheater.

SPORTS COMPETITION:

Every year sports competition was organized by Sports Dept. of
IOE. This year also they have organized sports competition but
with the lawns cricket concepts having minimum no of players.
This event was held on BKC Lawns and all the students of all the
Institutes participated with various teams. Event was started with
inauguration by the hands of Mr. Pardeshi – HR Manager , MET,
BKC, Mr, Deore – Auditor, MET,BKC , Mr. Amol Pawar and the
sports faculty of MET,BKC.
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DIGITAL MARKETING:

This was also one of the workshops organized during
UTSAV. It was delivered by our alumni students “Mr.
Vikram Bodke” who is an entrepreneur with his own
company set up at Mumbai Naka Nashik. He had
delivered the details about “Why and how to use the
digital marketing” so that we can get maximum benefit in
our business or organization. He has shared some proven
techniques of Digital Marketing with the audience and
also provides guidelines for setting up their own
business. This workshop has provided the lots of
beneficial information to the staff and students about
the new popular and most cost effective way of
marketing. It was held at IOTP (Institute of
Technology- Polytechic) Seminar Hall.

FUN FAIR:

This was mainly the Fair like area where we can
enjoy food on various stalls hosted by students of
all the departments of all the Institutes of
METBKC and also can enjoy various small games
which were also hosted on stalls by the students.
We had also kept the prizes for winners of games.
Almost all the students and staff had enjoyed this
event a lot. The event was organized outside IOM and
was whole and sole sponsored by Tea Post Nashik

RANGOLI

This is the newly added workshop this year during
“UTSAV’16” It was mainly focused on the “How to
make attractive Rangoli” by using simple yet creative
techniques. Mostly ladies audience has taken the
advantage of these workshops. Men audience also
marked their attendance at the workshop. It was
delivered by Mr. Avsare who has shared various
attractive and creative techniques of various rangoli
traditions like “Sanskar Bharti” and all.

Also the staff of all the departments of IOE has participated in the event and
firstly all matches had been held among staff. It was really the enjoyable
event for the campus. It was held on BKC Lawns near Canteen.

ZUMBA WORKSHOP:

Getting more response from the staff and students last year, this year also
the workshop on “Zumba Fitness Dance “was organized during
UTSAV’16. It was a in house activity This was quiet different and
unique event addressed by huge crowd . The event was mainly held
to provide Dance Fitness Classes which were fun , energetic and also
amazing. This event has provided the unique and most useful dance
techniques to maintain overall health without much exercise. It is really a
kind of fun exercise which one can do, enjoy and can keep him/her
physically fit. This event was addressed by various staff members and
students from all the Institutes who had participated  and also enjoyed
it a lot. It was organized in AMPHI THEATRE
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NAKHANJALI ART:
It was the workshop based on the “How to make the beautiful
designs on “Nails” . It is mainly an art where we can make
stunning designs on the nail . It was brilliant workshop where the
speaker Mr. Kiran Jagtap shown various techniques to draw the
beautiful designs on nails. Basically the ladies audience had
witnessed this event at large. This event was held at IOTP Seminar
Hall. Kiran Sir also shared his techniques with the audience and
also given demos of the same.

LAUGHTER THERAPY:

It was organized in AMPHI THEATRE. This workshop was
delivered by Mrs. Anuradha Karegaonkar and team. It was
very useful workshop as laughing is most important part of our
life. This workshop helped people to know the importance of
laughing in our day to day life. Various techniques has been
discussed by speaker to laugh and get the most of happiness out of
it. Also she has shared some nice experiences of how laughing with
full of our heart helped people to recover from the incurable diseases.
It was amazing workshop which made everyone understand the
power of laughing and positive attitude towards life.

SKIN & HAIR BEAUTY CARE:

A workshop on “Skin & Beauty Care was conducted by Mr. Kavit
Thakkar. This workshop had mainly focused on How to take best
care of skin and hairs with the use of natural product. Sir has told
the various techniques of maintaining the beauty of skin and hairs by
adopting the healthy diet. He also told about the side effects of the
chemicals involved in the products in the market and how to avoid
them by applying only natural and Ayurveda products on our skin
and hairs. This workshop was very useful for all the participants
including men and women. Sir has also shared documents regarding
healthy diet and natural products to be used for the best health of
hairs and skin. It was held at IOP (Institute of Pharmacy) hall.

CYCLOTHON:

This is again the most beautiful event during UTSAV’16. A
cycling competition called “CYCLOTHON” organized to
encourage the cycle lover and other people in this today’s
automotive world. Students and staff from overall campus
participated in the event. The event was sponsored by Singh
Cycles Nashik who has delivered a grand prize of “Geared Cycle”
to the First Winner. It was held on the track behind canteen. A
huge response we got from the competition. The main aim of
organizing the event was to motivate people to do the best
exercise of cycling by avoiding pollution.

KITE FLYING:

Every year we at MET Campus celebrate one of the beautiful
festivals “Makar Sankarant” by “Kite Flying”. This year also we
celebrated it in presence of all the staff and students from all the
Institutes of the MET BKC Campus. This event was held at BKC
ground near canteen.
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TECHNOFEST:

This event is organized every year by Dept. of ENTC Engg. It is
basically for the technocrats who showcase their talent by
exhibiting their technical projects and participate in the
competition. Students from all over the campus participated and
showcased their talent and tested their technical skills.

SOCIAL TALK:

A workshop on “Social Talk” was held during UTSAV’16. It was
the in-house activity where speaker has delivered as talk on social
topic where he has focused on how to be social in todays world. He
has also told the importance of socialness to the audience. This
workshop was held at Engineering Building Classroom.

GARBA:

It was fun and full of entertainment event for the campus where all
the staff and students has actively participated at large. This
workshop was based on the techniques of doing GARBA in groups.
This is basically the main dance form of Gujrathi people who enjoy
it during the “Navratri Festival”. Various different techniques were
enjoyed by the audience and they executed them with full of their
heart. A huge crowd has responded and enjoyed the event to fullest.

STAFF ENTERTAINMENT:

This is the main event organized by T r u s t Office
Department exclusively for all the Staff of all the
Institutes like Engineering, Pharmacy,
P o l y t e c h n i c , and MBA. This is another soft corner
for all the Staff members where on this one day every
Staff enjoys themselves by considering only the family
member of MET BKC and not teacher. So we can say its
grand platform for all the teachers to enjoy and also to
showcase their hidden and extracurricular talents. It was
organized in AMPHY THEATRE

VIDEO MAKING:

This is yet another beautiful competition for students. Now a
day’s there is craze of making videos of Pics or of videos as
memories to be kept and this has created the creativeness
among the students. This competition was for all those
creative student who like to make the beautiful videos from
the different pics. Many students have participated in the
competition and tested their creative skills in video making.
This was the golden opportunity for the students to showcase
their hidden talent and compete for the same. This event was
held at IOE Seminar Hall and Computer Labs IOE.
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GRAND CULTURAL NIGHT:

A Grand Finale rather a Grand Cultural Night hosted by MET BKC
for all the students and staff to showcase their cultural talent like
Singing, Dancing, Mimicry, Drama, Anchoring, Instrument Playing
etc. On the occasion of UTSAV this grand night is arranged every
year on the last day of UTSAV. This night gets acknowledged by
various talented, versatile personalities from Bollywood to name some
of them are Mr. Aftab Shivdasani, Mr. Anil Kapoor, Mr. Sonu Nigam,
Miss Prachi Desai, Mr. Irfan Khan, Mr. Sunil Shetty, Mr, Shaknar
Mahadevan, Miss Lata Mageshakar , Miss Prachi Desai, Mr, Irfan Khan
etc.and many more Bollywood personalities. Every year MET BKC
invites such great personalities of Bollywood and that is main
attraction of the cultural night

MET Nirmaan 2016:

MET-Nirmaan is typically both, a learning experiences in itself, and a
means of evaluating academic progress and achievement. Over 110
groups are participated for the competition the competition is held in
two streams. Stream –I is for IT, Computer and MCA branch, Stream
–II for Electronic, Electrical and E&TC and Stream –III for
Mechanical & Civil.
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means of evaluating academic progress and achievement. Over 110
groups are participated for the competition the competition is held in
two streams. Stream –I is for IT, Computer and MCA branch, Stream
–II for Electronic, Electrical and E&TC and Stream –III for
Mechanical & Civil.

The “MET-Nirmaan” is the presentation and
exhibition of academic projects carried out by
students. Students will get an opportunity to
show and discuss what they have learned and
done. It is a platform for demonstrating
whether and to what degree they have
achieved the expected learning standards.
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There are over 500 plus participant from 110 groups
are present for the exhibition.

Inauguration Met Nirmaan State level Project
Competition

Student Explain various types of innovative, creative concepts
in their project & future work also. Experts visit each & every
project for this competition give suggestions to the student.
Participants for the event are from final year students of
Engineering from the Maharashtra State. The arrival of
participants to the venue starts from 9 am sharp. The crowd is
guided by the student volunteers. They register themselves at
registration desk.
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Singing, Dancing, Mimicry, Drama, Anchoring, Instrument Playing
etc. On the occasion of UTSAV this grand night is arranged every
year on the last day of UTSAV. This night gets acknowledged by
various talented, versatile personalities from Bollywood to name some
of them are Mr. Aftab Shivdasani, Mr. Anil Kapoor, Mr. Sonu Nigam,
Miss Prachi Desai, Mr. Irfan Khan, Mr. Sunil Shetty, Mr, Shaknar
Mahadevan, Miss Lata Mageshakar , Miss Prachi Desai, Mr, Irfan Khan
etc.and many more Bollywood personalities. Every year MET BKC
invites such great personalities of Bollywood and that is main
attraction of the cultural night

MET Nirmaan 2016:

MET-Nirmaan is typically both, a learning experiences in itself, and a
means of evaluating academic progress and achievement. Over 110
groups are participated for the competition the competition is held in
two streams. Stream –I is for IT, Computer and MCA branch, Stream
–II for Electronic, Electrical and E&TC and Stream –III for
Mechanical & Civil.

The “MET-Nirmaan” is the presentation and
exhibition of academic projects carried out by
students. Students will get an opportunity to
show and discuss what they have learned and
done. It is a platform for demonstrating
whether and to what degree they have
achieved the expected learning standards.
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There are over 500 plus participant from 110 groups
are present for the exhibition.

Inauguration Met Nirmaan State level Project
Competition

Student Explain various types of innovative, creative concepts
in their project & future work also. Experts visit each & every
project for this competition give suggestions to the student.
Participants for the event are from final year students of
Engineering from the Maharashtra State. The arrival of
participants to the venue starts from 9 am sharp. The crowd is
guided by the student volunteers. They register themselves at
registration desk.

There are over 500 plus participant from 110 groups
are present for the exhibition.

Inauguration Met Nirmaan State level Project
Competition

Student Explain various types of innovative, creative concepts
in their project & future work also. Experts visit each & every
project for this competition give suggestions to the student.
Participants for the event are from final year students of
Engineering from the Maharashtra State. The arrival of
participants to the venue starts from 9 am sharp. The crowd is
guided by the student volunteers. They register themselves at
registration desk.



Participants from Mechanical Stream shows there project to
expertise.

Participants from Electrical Stream shows there project to
expertise.

Stream – I Snaps

Stream-II

Stream-III

Prize Distribution

The prize distribution was followed by last day of the event all the
participants are validated by giving Participation certificate. The
winner from each stream was elected by the judge there are three
winners from each stream.

Student Appreciations:

UNITY has appreciated the students from IT department for their
academic as well as social and extracurricular activities every year.
Unity has make platform for students to show their talent and
explore the talent at platform provide to them.
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President UNITY Viral Mandaliya Appreciated by Mr. Kishor Mahale

General Secretary MET’s, IOE Saurabh Hirve Appreciated by Mr. Kunal Ahire

Event Head UNITY Himanshi Gantra Appreciated by Mr. Puneet Patel

Placement:

Students from Information Technology has selected for the MNC
from all over India. Some of theme Zensar, Persistent, Amazon,
Winjit, L&T, ESDS, etc...
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